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This booklet is dedicated to His “Identity” Kingdom Principles, taken 
from a prolonged study of man’s concepts.

I want to give thanks to Yahweh for His enlightenment, and his 
placing of assistance in this work, my wife Ann Stoddard who shares 

this belief.

Kenneth E. Stoddard



YAH

Our Identity and Unity

The principal fault with our “identity” movement is that many in it still do not want to identify the primary 
curse to us, namely the “counterfeit jew”. We step on a nail,  .. it’s not the nail’s fault if we are too stupid to pull it 
out, but instead – run around with it in our foot while we cry out because it hurts to step. You cure the foot when 
you get rid of the nail. Face up to the facts of life. It takes faith, courage and determination to pull that dam nail out, 
but if you leave it in there it will kill you with blood poisoning, just the same as you are accepting genetic blood 
poisoning (race mixing). You had better soon IDENTIFY who it is that is killing your race and then assume your 
proper place in this war of all wars … the ultimate and final battle between good and evil. You will never win it by 
continually hiding behind your fear of “high profile”. Christ never did that. He stepped out front and laid the blame 
right on the criminal’s doorstep. Why are we, who are part of Christ’s body, sidestepping this issue?

We have heard brothers and sisters in this great Aryan Identity Movement say we should change our 
“identity” profile because the controlled media condemns our name with false accusations. Horse feathers and 
hogwash! How long do you think it will take them to switch their serpentine, vitriolic hate to new names? We were 
told to stand (not run like beaten dogs before their lying tongues). Stand we will and proclaim even louder – His 
word – which is “identity” from beginning to end. We will not bow our knee to the thieving, treacherous Edomites, 
those who claim to be jews but are not. We will identify them as who they really are – just as Christ did.

We are God’s “chosen race” – it is not the mongrelized Edomite Khazars who have the right, because of 
their thievery, to claim our ancestry. Yes, we know this is the concept being pushed by our humanist traitors of 
humanity, and accepted by our heralded evangicals … those mammon worshipping wimps who lead their Judeo-
Christian flocks of lemmings over the cliffs of false rapture … (“Glory be, we need nothing to help our God … all 
we have to do is sit on our fat duffs and pray our false prayers, then up to heaven we will fly before we get punished 
on earth for all our idleness and selfishness … we thank all you money grabbing evangicals who by your lying 
tongues have opened our way to “rapture” and escape into heaven”).

We in the “Identity” movement will have nothing of this evilness. We stand before our God in faith, truth, 
honor, and WORKS … not mongrelized hypocrisy. Hallelu – yah   … choose ye your people.



Our claim is that our original faith was and is monotheistic. What are we doing – saying there is a God of 
Light and a God of Darkness? (i.e. Yahweh and Satan – a gross contradiction). To be correct, we must worship one 
God who has control over both good and evil. The questions which should really concern man are “Why evil was 
created/allowed?” “Who was to be punished?” We should not be making excuses for it (evil) by introducing other 
“gods” and thereby destroying our forefather’s faith of monotheism. Let’s face the facts that man is extremely 
bigoted and selfish. He continually wants to raise himself up by pushing his brother down. So by creating excessive 
“god” images, he can easily do this, for he can then place his brother on an entirely different plane … instead of 
acknowledging the he himself has the same built-in faults. (If we were all perfect, none would sin 9see Luke 15:7). 
This he does not want to admit, so over the millenniums, he has always made up images he could lay his 
backsliding on.

What could be more ridiculous than the Greek, Hebrew, Latin, Hindu or whatever – scholars’ claims that 
they are each closer to the Creator, or have the only knowledge of the “true name” that is worthy of recognition? 
Recognition by who? Man? Of what? … man’s creation? Is this what we are talking about? The only recognition 
that is important, is God’s recognition of the one appealing and/or praising Him. Likely the one deserving of the 
quickest recognition is the innocent child who knows neither of the ancient man-made languages and makes its 
appeal thru the voice of “Adam”.  The mother knows the cry of her new born child. Who gave this child its first 
language of appeal and thanksgiving before it learned its ABC’s etc.? Not man, my friend. This voice was formed at 
the same time the child was formed, by the Creator and unquestionably understandable to out Creator, who also 
gave the mother the same understanding that she might take proper care of this innocent child of yah. The mother 
continues on and teaches this child the man-made language which she speaks. If it is Hebrew, she also teaches that 
God’s name is … If she speaks Greek, it is … If English, then … So on and on thru all the different tongues of this 
earth. Never the same name, but always the same spirit of appeal to one we realize is greater than we are.

We of the Aryan Adamic race have (according to history, archeological discovery and Biblical records), a 
peculiar problem of recognition spoken of commonly as (“race”, Christian Identity, and/or seed lines.) This 
becomes very confusing and contradictory – almost solely caused by different bigoted opinions created by different 
groups of people trying to enhance their own image at the expense of their Aryan brothers. Let us limit this 
discussion, to our Aryan white race, because that is to who the “laws” given to Moses were written. There is no 
question about who the Biblical teachings were directed to, and they are the same people this epistle is directed to. It 
is an inner/inter racial discussion with any other race.

Nothing indicates that Aryan Man existed before the time of Adam. However, the colored races existed long 
before this period. Reference being made to them in Biblical passages, historical facts and by much archeological 
material which has been found, indicating existence millions of years ago. These races were not of Adam … and 
were under the cloud of idolism, the worship of a replacing image rather than our Creator – YAH.

Because, after extensive research, we have chosen to accept the sound name of Yah as the primary name, 
does not in our mind bind everyone else to do the same. It is in the WORD that everyone is given the responsibility 
to search for the truth, and we are each one of us responsible for what we find, and will be judged by how we use it 
in teaching others … e.g. born of a virgin by Yahweh’s power, Christ was not like us – half the father and half the 
mother, but all of Yahweh, with Mary only being the vessel (the incubator), therefore the Father Yahweh and 
Yahshua the son are one.

Search reveals that in ancient Persia, and India, our people appeared from the north and west, calling 
themselves “noblemen of the God Yah”. Likely at that time, the oral sound was the same as we hear today. In 
Biblical expressions of praise and joy, we sing or cry out Hallelu-yah (praise to Yah). We worship Yahshua the son, 
Yahweh the Father, with some variations because of different interpretations and with different emphasis because of 
letters which did not exist at various times … but the oral sound of Adamic man at the time of Adam, must have 
been the same as that of modern man, for there is no indication that our vocal cords are any different than those of 
our forefathers. Yes, people of one man-made language do have problems in pronunciation of other man-made 
languages, but this is caused by man’s specific exercise of his vocal cords to only produce certain, peculiar to that 
language, sounds. This does not change the primary natural action or sounds created by our original vocal system. 
Therefore, why do we squabble and fight over such insignificant things? Don’t we credit Him with common sense 
and ability enough to understand who we are and who we are worshipping? He said, “I AM”. Doesn’t that mean 
anything to you? If I Am the supreme I AM, then I Am the one in every true Aryan worshipper’s mind … if that 



worshipper is one of my people, of my Adamic race. Honestly now, do you really believe a string of letters after or 
in a prefix to your name is going to make your teachings any more credible in the sight of your Almighty God … 
especially when you spend most of your time criticizing others of God’s people with the same type man-made 
credentials or with none at all, instead of putting al your energy into teaching the true word of God ad His 
commandments; the virtues of truth, honesty and honor; the damnation and destruction of all evil as our forefathers 
knew – taught – and acted on? They were not a bunch of wimps as are our modern Judeo-Christians. They obeyed 
God’s word … didn’t pamper and compromise with it. Every time part of our race disobeyed this command, they 
became part of the evil and were destroyed themselves under God’s justice – which is the final judgment. Look at 
the Aryan white world today. Universal sin calls for universal judgment. The “remnant” will be few … but the 
promise is that some of my race (His “peculiar people” spoken of from Exodus 19 to 1 Peter 2) will be saved for the 
“Kingdom”. But they will be changed. This time, the remnant will have no chance/choice to sin again as the become 
truly the Kingdom of God’s people, prophesied for the end times. The end of an imperfect people is the beginning 
of total obedience to God’s laws of nature in a perfect world. (Note- in Genesis’ creation – chapter 1, God said his 
creations were “good” – but in chapter 2 vs. 7 after the other creations were completed, God formed Adam with 
never a word about being “good” or “perfect” at that time).

Look in your mirror … that is your image … but that does not make it equal to you. It does not make it 
equal to God, even if it is your image and are the image of God. He said you must still make yourself perfect in 
order to enter the Kingdom. In other words, don’t worship what you see in the mirror as God … it is only a graven 
image, an idol. Don’t idolize yourself.

The true identified remnant are now the cross bearers in this end time … we shall never put it (the cross) 
down for any reason until we as God’s people, and with the power of Yah, claim complete victory over all evil. 
There is no compromise that is acceptable to Him. He made it very clear that the lukewarm (the compromiser) was 
detestable and would be spewed out (thrown out of the Kingdom).

Look at our citizenry today. Our cities locked and barred against the criminal. We have found the aged 
senior citizen in endless numbers, cowering in fear behind their locked and barred doors … too fearful to let anyone 
in … or to go out into the sunlight themselves. We have driven thru miles of city streets where every door and 
window was barred … even more so than a jail. We have seen the happy beaches transformed into a jungle morass 
of perversion where no one’s life or honor is safe. Even the wilderness area, and the highways of this land, are the 
paradises of perverts. Only a fool travels through the innumerable colored (and by colored we mean not only black, 
but yellow, brown, red and all the mongrelized admixture) sections of our once great cities today – day or night – 
unless they’re well-armed. Even so, if he or she protects themselves, they are the prosecuted by their own perverted 
white traitors (provided they live thru the onslaught of these colored jackals) … egged on by the sadistic Jewish 
agitators who are the real hate mongers … the dedicated destroyers of Christ’s teachings. If we had our wish, it 
would be that every mature white person be made to endure one week under these truthfully described conditions in 
our beleaguered large cities and their recreation areas. After that, we would see such a clean-up of this human 
pollution as was never known before. The trouble is, most of our people do not know nor believe when told, of this 
curse in our midst (or are so damned scared they keep their heads buried in the sand – hoping it will “go-away” – 
while they get picked off one by one.) There is no need of this. We are still the high majority being tyrannized by 
mongrel criminal minorities. It’s time our people developed some guts … rose up and threw every damn one of 
them back where they came from. It will never get better otherwise … only worse every day as they increase. Do 
you have no love of your heritage, your race, your very children – nor even any respect for yourself? Would you 
rather live as a fag and prostitute for a colored or white pervert … or die as a hero defending your Adamic racial 
heritage for your children?

This time of choice is now upon us, whether we like it or not. Everyone’s days are numbered, whether we 
live them in honor or in disgrace is entirely up to us. The way to God is open to every one of our Aryan race who 
repents of their past wrong-doing and goes forth in the full armor of truth, justice and honor. An evil man cannot 
carry the banner into this battle. He must sincerely acknowledge his evil doings to his God and pray to be led down 
the path of righteousness. This is the identity message. Live the complete life of identity – all of it – not just part of 
it.

What is termed “hate” today is only the knowledge that complete destruction of those who do not live by the 
laws of our Creator as clearly outlined in all the holy commandments, is a must. Yah is our King. We of the Aryan 



identity movement live by Yah’s word (His law).  We are the priesthood of Yah, and we will stand as one with Yah 
forever. Every man tried at the Ft. Smith “sedition” trial, demonstrated the true spirit of Yah’s warriors. They stood, 
even in the shadow of death (which is imprisonment today amongst so large a percentage of debased/perverted 
inhumanity, and where an additional sentence would have closed the door on life), never betraying one of their own. 
We salute the millions who stand beside us, and we salute the tens of millions who will be beside us as the battle of 
the ages opens. But remember, if you cannot stand the fire, don’t stir it with a poker. Our creed is death in the glory 
of Yah, rather than life as traitor.

Learn to keep your mouth shut, for your ill spoken word can destroy your race, your family, your nation, 
yourself. Do not let a “contempt of court” charge scare you. Take it and shut your mouth. Keep your faith. There 
must come a time in ever true Aryan warrior’s life when the choice must be made to uphold our honor. Let us never 
fail our priesthood in Yah.

As we have hammered away with many others for a coming together of our fellow white Aryans, many 
discouragements fell upon all of us at times. So now it is an especially glorious feeling to see the halls packed with 
kindred from all walks of life, reaching out a greeting hand and a cheerful word to those who fight this battle with 
us even though many of us have slightly different viewpoints. We now realize we all have the same common enemy 
and we al hope to share in Yah’s almighty demand for victory. Hail Yahshua our Savior in this great time of 
Kingdom Identity!

Those of you have swallowed the serpent’s lies – should read The Merchant of Venice, by Wm. 
Shakespeare. He really knew how to evaluate them, as did our ancestors. It is only our modern ignoramuses who do 
not really know the word of our God … that it was written solely to us, solely about our Adamic Aryan White Race, 
not to the created sub-races, but to the only “formed” race (Adamic) of Yahweh. The “nations” Christ sent the 
apostles out to, were the 13 tribes of Israel, not all the races and mongrels of the earth – but to God’s own people 
who were scattered amongst all the Babylonian races. He said to bring my people out. It’s time everyone who 
claims to be an Israelite should seriously study their Bibles with the intent of taking the truth out of  them for their 
own use, as they are supposed to do, instead of swallowing seminary teachings and erroneous translations based on 
the self interest of bigoted polluted men. This is what the identity kingdom message and intent is (to search 
diligently for the truth in all Biblical teachings, then teach the real truth of His word, and His law as it was intended 
from the beginning, without the thought of personal gain polluting the knowledge given us by the Almighty God.) 
We welcome all our Aryan people to join in this search and ministry to His people. The only requirements are your 
firm belief in and living by his commandments – the laws which govern all the Creator’s creations. Gods laws – 
natures laws – common law – all of them of the same heritage.

There is a vast difference between responsibility, independent effort, thought and fulfillment on one hand 
controlled by the laws of humanity set forth in God’s word, and the works of nature; and on the other hand 
humanism, a belief which is based entirely on the extremes of man’s self-interest, no laws of absolutes, no thought 
of the fundamental truth, honesty, honor and a code of justice which applies equally to every living thing on the 
earth. Because I hold the sword does not automatically give me the right to indiscriminately destroy everything in 
my path because I have a personal animosity towards it. This is a Kingdom (a universe) of Kingdom Law. We are a 
people of Kingdom Law. This is the “law” we must live by. None are supposed to take the rule into their own hands 
under the laws created by man for personal gain … laws which man devises for the purpose of stealing his 
kinsman’s labor. These are the traitors in our white race, and a far greater curse to our survival as a free people (or 
not at all) than all other races combined. There can be no question in anyone’s mind that the very first requirement 
for our race’s survival is the complete cleansing of ourselves .. the complete removal of all who advocates polluting 
our race with false doctrines of race-mixing and bestial practices. When this is done, the very small remnant will be 
responsible for the regeneration of the Adamic Aryan race and the proper establishment of God’s Kingdom here on 
earth as our people of true faith resume their role as the chosen people of the blood of Yah. We were told by Yah in 
all early biblical records, to rid our kingdom of all these serpents … but our people never completely obeyed the 
word, so were cast down – time and time again because of disobedience, until we have finally reached the end time. 
This time will be different. The remnant will finally obey the word of God and with the power of His law, 
completely cleanse the entire kingdom of the serpent people and all the pollution they have created.

It is an established fact of Biology that you cannot breed inferior to superior and obtain superior. 
Mongrelization is always a process of eventual destruction of the higher species. As you study history, you may see 



many of the God-like ancient white Aryan cultures mixed with the un-enlightened lower cultures and the eventual 
destruction of the higher Aryan culture in (thru) the mud of the lower cultures (by muddying the bloodline with 
lower culture mixtures). This is why the name “mud races” came about. You can’t mix mud with pure water 
without getting muddy water. You cannot mix low intellect with high intellect without lowering the whole of the 
intellect. You cannot mix physical perfection with physical weakness and get anything in the end product except 
physical imperfection. This is the first and foremost solid law of God … the eternal law of nature. Do not 
crossbreed perfection with imperfection, and do not crossbreed one pure race with another different culture or pure 
race, for you will destroy both races by hybridization. Our forefathers knew these facts. They attempted to protect 
us from this yah proclaimed curse of race mixing when they set up our republic, but the serpent people (the 
counterfeit jew) has managed to wriggle in and destroy the safeguards our people built. State constitutions and laws 
forbid interracial marriage – now the ACLU, and similar organizations have managed to strike these laws from the 
books. Even the Statue of Liberty (which was simply a gift of goodwill form the people of the French Republic to 
her sister Republic, symbolizing the light of liberty), has been defiled by the false jewess’ inscription at the base of 
the statue, which says we welcome the corruption of all races (masses) of the earth. This was inscribed later by the 
power of the Zionist jews who have planned the destruction of our White Aryan Adamic race. 

No true white American would ever endorse such a foul poem setting our people up for destruction thru the 
integration of all races into one universal “mud” race which the counterfeit jew would control. The author of that 
inscription was the so called jewess Emma Lazarus. These counterfeits are they who Yah ordered our people to 
utterly destroy. These are not brothers. These are the destroyers – the “levelers”. Our race are the builders. How 
long are our people going to be led down this road of “jewish” lies by our hypocritical self-seeking, Judeo-Christian 
preachers? How long before our people turn away from this lie and join our Kingdom Identity people in a real effort 
to establish truth, honor, and justice on this earth under God’s law? No truer words were ever spoken than that we 
are our brother’s keeper (making sure we know who are our brothers). We must all live by how we act. God created 
a perfect world, but he formed a people who were imperfect, whose responsibility was to remove the imperfection 
from themselves in order to inherit His perfect kingdom. You say “Why?” We say, “Why not?” Are you one of 
those who expects something for nothing? One of those who thinks this world was created “just for me”? The plum 
that I can reach out and pick without any work or sacrifice on my part? No, my kinsman, when we prove ourselves 
worthy of the trust of world domination, we shall receive it. This is the time when this will come about, for the 
Word, which is forever the truth, says in its time God’s people will change … they will accept His word … they 
shall be changed as never before and will go on in His glory. Those who accept and live by His truth shall have 
everlasting life and those who reject His word will be committed to the grave. Thus, will the Kingdom be cleansed 
forever, and peace will reign in His creation.

As it is said, “The wolf and the lamb shall feed together …” Isaiah 62:25, having no fear. Fear is only 
created by what is raised against us. We fear what we perceive to be danger, so we prepare to fight it or run away 
and avoid it. In the beginning, our race of Yah had the faith … faith in our God and our race, to stand and rule as we 
were intended to do. We were victorious over all the earth, but our terrible flaw of selfishness rose up and destroyed 
our faith in Yah. We attributed our greatness to ourselves rather than God … allowed our greed and covetness to 
destroy our knowledge of truth, justice and honor, substituting the serpents concepts of wantonness and of fear, we 
ran away for our responsibility. Now we the remnant are becoming aware of our wrongdoings. We are attempting to 
correct our own sinfulness and become worthy to carry the cross (the true word of Yah) to our people … to enroll 
our people in the search and battle for the everlasting truth. We wish to establish our true identity and to forever 
separate our race from all others, and forever live by Yah’s law – outlawing race-mixing (or Mongrelization). In the 
counterfeit jew’s eye, this is the unpardonable sin because if we bring ourselves to reject their power of destroying 
us thru/by mixing of the races, we eventually regain our rightful place in the kingdom, with the power of Yah to 
destroy their evilness. Is the act of separatism or supremacy as it is proclaimed by God, a sin in your eyes kinsman, 
or is it the obeying of His word? This is a question we must soon answer for it is key to al our destiny. All of the 
questions are very simply answered in ouor Biblical history. Why do we have to make such a controversial subject 
of “identity” when all it is, is living by the true word of Yah instead of being misled by the many man-made beliefs 
(religions) based on personal gain and the policy of man-made subjugation to human power? It is time our people 
cut all these bonds of false religions and accepted the rule of Yah’s true faith. The creed of the Kingdom Identity 
Movement must be “Do unto brothers as you have brothers do unto you.”

Today our world is overshadowed by jewish brutality, deceit, corruption, and tyrannical power. Their 
Talmudic hate defiles the goodness of Yah’s people everywhere. Their terrorism is the image from which all 



terrorism is spawned. Hundreds of millions have died in the many holocausts they have perpetrated in Europe, Asia, 
Africa, and today their brainchild … Abortion in America. They set brother against brother in our War Between the 
States (called the Civil War of 1861-1865); in W.W.I; W.W.II; Korea; Vietnam, etc. They are murdering and raping 
the lands of the mid-east today, and a multitude of our people still follow the hypocritical way of the perverted 
preachers who say these are the “chosen people”. NO!!! Kinsmen … these people are the chosen spawn of Hell … 
put here to destroy us if we do not obey God’s LAW, if we do not have sense enough to get rid of them in their 
entirety … once and for all … not as it was done in England, France, Spain, etc. … but completely – world-wide, as 
ordered by the word of Yahweh. Who do you think is the mastermind behind this tremendous drive to give 
minorities all the promotions – regardless of their ability and regardless of your seniority on the job? Who creates 
the drive to bring in alien races … even paying them huge sums of your hard earned (unlawfully collected) tax 
money so they can live and learn and compete with you for what manufacturing and white-collar jobs have not 
already been moved to foreign cheap labor (slavery) countries, controlled by the jew? Do you know what modern 
slavery is? The “jew” credit card my kinsmen. The power of media created desire and the usurious credit to satisfy 
that desire. Then finally, the realization that you are under their credit bondage which you will never be able to 
throw off if you follow their carefully planes rules and “laws”. You work, your wife works, you both “moonlight”, 
and your family is destroyed … and still you fall further and further behind in your debts, for it is not only your 
private debt which you owe, but it is also the unlawful (but under this Zionist rule claimed to be legal), public debt 
which this nations alien controlled government is amassing as part of your (the) indebtedness.

This counterfeit jew government brings in aliens by the millions and subsidizes them until they can take 
over your job. There are at least five-hundred million waiting in Asia for transportation to the “great land of 
opportunity” (for them) … for us (despair) unless we shape up and move them out.

Our country is being bought --- lock, stock and barrel by alien people because we are the victims of this 
Zionist government’s deliberate program of destroying our people thru allowing the massive imbalance of trade to 
continue. We buy hundreds of billions more each year from them than they do from us, causing them to have 
amassed trillions of dollars’ worth of Federal Reserve Notes (I.O.U.’s) which have no substance in themselves (not 
even good toilet paper) … their only worth being that our “lily-white” Zionist government certifies them to be 
“legal” in payment for our lands, homes and businesses. The privately owned Federal Reserve prints this worthless 
credit paper which the Federal government then forces we the people to back with our property and our labor 
(slavery) … (1988 Supreme Court decision against Richard Solyom on the money issue). This government puts 
restrictions on our business men, making it impossible for them to compete in foreign trade … and removes all 
restrictions on foreign nations so they can flood us with their products, allowing them to accumulate vast federal 
reserve credit with which to buy our price depreciated properties. Even our American banking sales to foreign 
interests. Mergers Hell!! Call it by its right name – bankruptcy … the bank is ruptured.

Federal reserve Notes are not lawful under God’s Common-Law. They are only legal under man’s Zionist 
International law, and our Republic is a God’s Common Law Republic. Don’t be fooled … monopolistic capital 
owns international Zionist governments … so they are one in the scam to steal the common people’s labor and 
wealth. Why do you think any person spends millions to nail down $100,000 to $200,000 a year jobs as our 
Congressmen, etc. do? There is no reason except the huge amounts of money passed under the table as bribes for 
them to vote “yes” on all bills favoring capital robbery of the people.

So the problem is identified for you “Identity”. What are you going to do about it … condemn us for telling 
you who your enemy is, or act on this knowledge as you should? Our “government: is no better than the old time 
crooked professional gambler holding I.O.U.’s, which ended in ruin for the poor sucker gambling with him. The 
same cure should be given this crooked government – that was eventually given the crooked gambler --- DEATH.

Do you know that the debt of the U.S. now is far above 10 trillion dollars – private and public-) If you 
continue to accept this treason)? It is absolutely impossible to ever pay this usurious debt, and as long as we 
conform and try to pay the interest (which we cannot do), the principal will continually increase. We shall forever 
crawl on our bellies with our nose to the ground … the very curse God condemned the serpent to in Gen. 3:14 “… 
upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life;” … they have turned it around. There is 
only one-way kinsmen. This monopoly was gained by lies and thievery (usury), absolutely against all principles of 
God’s LAW, therefore we have every right to repudiate the entire debt, destroy everyone involved in creating such a 
system, and bring forth the Kingdom under Yah’s LAW. Pay heed our people, to who those counterfeit jew are 



bringing into our country. First the missing “holocaust” Communist villains, the Communist jew from Russia, the 
Communist criminal from China, the Communist alien from Mexico and South America, the Communist criminal 
Viet-Kong from Vietnam, etc. … all the scum of the earth that our people would naturally repudiate, but which the 
serpent people use in their scheme to destroy us. Wake up! Let us no longer be mesmerized by the eye of the snake 
(“I will put enmity between ...  thy seed and her seed;” – Gen. 3:15). Become the Eagle which is our heritage and 
rend the snake with our beak and claws until nothing is left but our victory. We have listened to the love wimps 
with their twisted sense of what live is, too ling. Now turn to truth, honor and justice, the true basis of love that is 
eternal and everlasting. We do not wear it on our sleeve, it is implanted in our hearts by our Creator for the well-
being of our brothers.

Our identity movement is plagued by our people’s lack of knowledge (understanding) regarding the meaning 
of identity. The first thing to do is research thoroughly the meaning in the old dictionaries (e.g. 1828 Websters) … 
identity is a very old concept and should not be associated in our minds with the changes of meaning being 
introduced by modern humanist translations meant to destroy true identity; or of some of the so-called identity 
groups who pursue a one principle line of teaching which is self-interest oriented and does not cover much of true 
Biblical teachings. True “identity” must cover all which is described as part of a problem: Creator, race, kingdom, 
origin, seed line, truth, evil, usury, race-mixing (which is adultery), condemnation and judgment.

Identify the word “adultery”. There is more than one sin involved in the term adulterate. Our modern-day 
humanists would have us believe that the word adulterer only means a person who takes the mate of another. The 
primary meaning in the bible as declared by Yah, was you shall set up no other gods in my place ... I AM your God. 
Do not “adulterate” your God with other gods. Secondly, thou shalt not mix the race of God with any other race by 
taking their daughters for your sons, or their sons for your daughters … you shall not adulterate God’s race. Thirdly, 
the same rule applies to your earthly family … you shall not take the mate of your neighbor. These are the three 
primary sins of adultery declared in the word of Yah. Our modern humanist denominations do not even recognize 
the word “adulterate” anymore. They say race mixing is the way. In their teaching – anything goes, the only sin is 
not to hide your sin successfully (like TV preachers) much like taught in school years ago when the Spartan boys 
were not punished for stealing, but only for getting caught … think what happened to the Spartan kingdom with this 
policy. What rubbish, with the all-seeing eye of Yah looking at you.

Besides these primary sins against Yah, and Yah’s race – there are the sins of adulterating our food seed into 
hybridized seed. Once the original seed is completely destroyed and we have none but hybridized to fall back on … 
that particular item (be it corn, wheat, etc.) will be lost forever.

Another vital sin of adulterating is that of any of His laws (His Word). When we add anything inferior to 
something superior, we become an adulterer (Rev. 22:18) … inferior substance to our coinage, man’s inferior word 
to the word of Yah in our courts of Justice, mixing an inferior substance in our products, etc.… all are adultery by 
man. Therefore, at this time you should realize that you are committing adultery if you are accepting the adulterated 
Word of Yah as told you by your humanist preacher, instead of checking for yourself from Biblical sources. The 
real truths of our faith in Yah have purposely been hidden from us for untold centuries by the self-appointed 
“chosen people” … those known today as the Israeli.

Identity is not some way-out cult, or a bunch of kooks as your humanist Israeli media portrays in order to 
smear those who would restore the original Christian faith of Yah …because that “faith” would expose and destroy 
all credibility of the present Edomite power. If truth, honor, justice and works are what you have been searching for 
instead of the National Council of Church and World Council of Church ideals and concepts of a one-world singular 
“mud race” under federated state/humanist power’s … then join the “identity” movement in this critical work for 
Yah. We must all join in repentance and search for the truth, to hasten the day of Kingdom rule, in peace under 
God. We must teach the whole identity of God’s Kingdom in the original Christian thought as taught and practiced 
by our ancestors thru the faith of Yah, plus the further enlightenment brought to us by Christ our savior. We 
personally, were at first very much confused as to the true meaning of “identity” when we tried to visualize “British 
Identity” together with the teachings of the Bible, until we realized that the “British” teachings were primarily 
directed to teach British superiority in the seed line concept instead of teaching the whole Bible concept for the 
benefit of the entire sons of Jacob (Israel) …the tribes of Israel, for the bringing together and saving of the world-
wide dispersal of the Israelite people - God’s truly “chosen people”.



The overall principle of family and government is understood fully by very few. First, we must understand 
the relationship between Yah our God, and His people. We are the first family of God. All the laws of this family 
must be understood and fully obeyed before we as male and female members are fit to be joined together as an 
earthly family, and to create other members of God’s family living by the same rules. Our community government 
must live by the same family law, and so must our county, state, federal and any type of world government which 
might evolve. Man is forbidden to leave the jurisdiction of God’s family law of faith, truth, and justice – and if he 
does break these jurisdictional ties for a different un-godly government of his own making, he will ultimately bring 
down Yah’s wrath on his own head and be destroyed. This is what is happening to our world today. We are under 
His wrath of judgement for causing destruction of the family of God, and the widespread destruction, mutilation and 
waste of all his other creations. His Israelite family were to be shepherds, the teachers, the formers of godly 
government for all other races, and the enforcers of gods natural law throughout the world. We are the servant race 
of God … Hos working people … His hands – and never intended to be the “slave race of mongrelized creatures”. 
We have not kept our part of this covenant contract/compact with Yah, by allowing these creatures to rise above us 
and dictate their Babylonian debasements to us and against God. We must Repent, cleanse ourselves of our own 
evilness, then go forth and take back our Israelite heritage – all that was promised us by our Godly Father, with only 
one stipulation made throughout the Bible “If ye love me, keep my commandments”. (see John 14:15) It is our No. 
1 responsibility. It is our duty to Yah. We are the body of Christ … the hands of Yah. It is the servant’s obligation 
to perform the duties assigned to him, and we must serve our Father – the Creator.

This is a family, and we are all bound by its laws to protect all the members in every way. We must no 
longer bow our heads to the money changers (the counterfeit jew). We must no longer listen to the humanist lies of 
the ungodly preacher who practices all the idol loving ways of the mongrelized Babylonian prostitute parasites. We 
must declare our stand, unsheath the sword, and slay this monster before Him (our God) as we were so plainly told 
in Luke 19:27 “But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring hither, and slay them 
before me.”, but heretofore we have never done … and have always been punished for breaking this covenant to 
cleanse and purify all that He gave us. This time, we must do our duty. It is the time … the end time when all will 
be changed in conformity to His word, so that the family of God may live in peace forever. In II Thes. 3:10 “… if 
any would not work, neither shall he eat.” Expresses it … if we wish to dine at our Lord’s banquet table, we had 
better all come together and get to doing His work of restoring the Kingdom. HAIL YAH!!

Kenneth Stoddard


